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Luxury without remorse: organic cashmere
jumpers made in Switzerland
For many years Christina Krämer has worked successfully as an organic fashion
designer. Now she is re-launching her brand with an organic cashmere collection.
In close cooperation with nomadic families in Mongolia, she follows a sustainable
approach that includes both ecological and social aspects.
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“Recently we have been to Mongolia ourselves,” says Christina Krämer, searching
for further inspiration for her cashmere col-

lection. Under her own label since 2007, her
exclusive high fashion collections have
been a symbiosis of sustainable natural luxury and traditional
handcraft right
from the start. But
relying on cashmere alone is
new: in 2015 she
first launched a
collection of accessories,
followed now by
high-quality cashmere jumpers.

Cashmere is well known for its softness
and heat retention. Christina Krämer uses
100 per cent cashmere wool only, combed
from the underfur of Mongolian Hircus
goats – without any admixture of cheaper
merino or sheep’s wool. Cashmere naturally comes in different colours: from nearly
snow white to grey, from ochre to dark
brown or black. This is why Christina
Krämer – apart from the black pieces in
her collection – uses no dyes at all, but relies on the“goats’natural colour”. Beautiful
soft tones that can only be found in nature.
Even the labels are organically certified
because eco-friendly production is essential
for Christina Krämer. As is the idea of sustainability, not only for keeping nature intact, but also supporting nomadic families
and their traditional lifestyle. Christina
Krämer and her partners – Luca Moretti
and Mario Cozzi, who together have
founded the Modern Nomads GmbH –
even developed a biodegradable cashmere
shampoo based on natural ingredients.
www.christinakraemer.com

The finest jersey fabrics for sophisticated females
Timeless, comfortable and versatile, THE SWISS LABEL creations are a perfect
blend of style and quality, standing for straightforward and distinctive fashion
style since 1997.

THE SWISS LABEL, a clothing line
made by women for women, with a convincing style and sensible quality.
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www.theswisslabel.ch

With an eye on the essentials and a sense of
beauty, Katy Rohner, the designer and
founder, has developed classy collections
made of jersey fabric.“High-quality fashion
which makes every woman feel comfortable in every moment – that is and will remain our credo,” the label head says. To
emphasise this motto, the summer collection of 2015 has not been presented by
models, but by women from Rohner's own
circle of friends.
After an initial emphasis on t-shirts and
tops, the company's portfolio now features
anything fashion lovers could ask for. All
clothes are made of the very best jersey
fabrics that solely come from Switzerland or
Italy. The concept of diversely combinable

garments in many colours has even acquired a liking outside of Switzerland.THE
SWISS LABEL is available in its shop in St.
Gallen and in more than 200 fashion shops
in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and overseas.
“In 2016, our
customers
can
look forward to
new fresh colours,
trendy styles and a
very special highlight, which is the
fluid, cooling jersey
fabric for hot summer days,”Rohner
announces.

Below: Kimono jacket with a casually cut top and culotte
trousers made of flowing jersey. (left)
Long, comfortably cut dress in ringed jersey, combined with a
blouse with a transparent print. (middle)
Short dress with an ingenious o-form and pockets, collarless
jacket with striking press studs. (right)
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